23rd Annual CALARTS JAZZ 2012
1. L.E.3  5:29
2. Trader Joe’s Parking Lot  6:54
3. Cross Pulses  3:57
4. River Song  2:55
5. Dr.:@$$  2:58
6. When You’re Young  3:05
7. There Once Was a Giant  2:00
8. Midnight Arrival  5:30
9. I Think the Leaf Blower Got the Best of the Beast  5:51
10. Lightbulbs  4:07
11. Magic Stairmaster 3000  6:30
12. Abuelo  5:05
13. Wanderlust  4:51

Total time  62:58

All original compositions by CalArts student.
For 23 years of CalArts CDs, go to
http://music.calarts.edu/jazzarchive
This recording was made possible by the generosity and support of EMI Music and Capitol Studios.
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1 | ANDREW ROWAN
   | Alina Roitstein vocal
   | Matty McLaughlin flute + piccolo
   | Andre Conrad clarinet
   | Matty Harris soprano sax
   | Frank Silva tenor sax
   | Ryan Parrish bass clarinet
   | Mike Rocha trumpet + flugelhorn
   | Trevor Parrish trumpet + flugelhorn
   | Greg Zilboorg trumpet
   | Aaron Kahn trumpet
   | Kevin Austin trombone
   | Adam Dippre trombone
   | Will Wulfeck trombone
   | Paul Rivera bass trombone
   | Phil Rankin piano
   | Gregory Uhlmann guitar
   | Sean Woodman vibraphone
   | Patrick Kelly bass
   | Martin Diller drums

2 | TRADER JOE’S PARKING LOT
   | MARTIN DILLER
   | Frank Silva tenor sax
   | Etienne Rivera conga drums
   | Joshua Carr tabla
   | Dan Ogrodnic frame drum

3 | CROSS PULSES
   | AMIR OSSMAN ‘Rhein Quartet’
   | Amir Osmany drums
   | Etienne Rivera conga drums
   | Joshua Carr tabla
   | Dan Ogrodnic frame drum

4 | RIVER SONG
   | GREGORY UHLMANN & ALINA ROITSTEIN (lyric)
   | Alina Roitstein vocal
   | Gregory Uhlmann guitar
   | Lauren Baba viola
   | Andrew Roman trumpet

5 | DR'S @$$$ RUSTY KENNEDY
   | Rusty Kennedy bass
   | Amir Osmany drums

6 | WHEN YOU'RE YOUNG HEATHER LOCKIE
   | Heather Lockie viola vocals
   | Claire Chemoit viola vocals
   | Linnea Sbrilsky viola de gippsland vocals
   | Steven van Botten guitar vocals
   | Shawn Locke violin vocals
   | Alex Wand flute + vocals
   | Caroline Crome bass

7 | THERE ONCE WAS A GIANT
   | LAUREN Baba
   | Elisee Oh Piano
   | Christian Hablewitz bass clarinet
   | Mike Rocha trumpet

8 | MIDNIGHT ARRIVAL
   | CAMERON HICKS
   | Mike Rocha flugelhorn
   | Frank Silva tenor sax
   | Michael Mull alto sax
   | Will Wulfeck trombone
   | Zirque Bonner bass
   | Cathlene Pineda piano
   | Cameron Hicks drums

9 | I THINK THE LEAF BLOWER GOT THE BEST OF THE BEAST
   | ELYSIA STRAUSS
   | Elysia Strauss tenor sax
   | Frank Silva tenor sax
   | Rusty Kennedy bass
   | Shawn Lockie violin vocals
   | Sean Fitzpatrick drums

10 | LIGHTBULBS
   | BRICE ALBERT
   | Michael Mull alto sax
   | Brian Havey keyboard synth
   | Brice Albert guitar
   | Dan Dipiero drums

11 | MAGIC STAIRMASTER 3000
   | MATTY HARRIS
   | - Matty Harris tenor sax
   | Brian Havey keyboard synth
   | Elysia Strauss alto sax
   | Paul Rivera bass trombone
   | Sean Woodman vibraphone
   | Neelamjit Dhillon tabla
   | Zirque Bonner bass

12 | ABUELO
   | SABA ALIZADEH
   | Saba Alizadeh kamancheh
   | Sarah Thompson tabla
   | Tam Hartman flute
   | Dan Ogrodnic frame drum

13 | WANDERLUST
   | MIKE ROCHA
   | Frank Silva tenor sax
   | Brian Havey keyboard synth
   | Elysia Strauss alto sax
   | Paul Rivera bass trombone
   | Sean Woodman vibraphone
   | Neelamjit Dhillon tabla
   | Zirque Bonner bass

All original compositions by CalArts students.